
The Mechanic 361 

Chapter 361: Spar 

 

While Herlous was having a good time slashing left and right, the enemies suddenly disappeared, and 

Han Xiao opened the door and walked in. Herlous asked, “Why are you here?” 

Han Xiao laughed and said, “It’s boring to train alone. Come, let’s spar.” 

After reaching grade B, he had yet to get into combat, and he was itching for a go. He was a noble man 

and would not bully the players for nothing; plus, Herlous happened to be a senior grade B. It would 

only be meaningful to spar with a comparable opponent, and it was suitable for him to better 

understand what his actual strength was. 

He could only find trouble... cough , take action confidentially if he had a clear idea. 

“Spar?” Herlous only had one thought in his mind. With you? 

The grade of Supers was different from cup sizes. The difference between C and B was extremely vast—

they were on a completely different level. The fight would be one-sided, and it could only be called a 

‘spar’ if the parties had comparable strength. 

Herlous was not really willing; he was so strong that he might hurt Han Xiao easily if they fought. 

However, he felt that this act of Han Xiao’s was like the other members of the mercenary group—it 

should be called ‘asking for advice. Herlous suddenly understood. So, that’s what he means... the 

captain wants some pointers. 

“No problem, do you want to make any preparations?” Herlous kindly accepted it. He was happy to 

tutor his comrades. Plus, Han Xiao’s safety was very important to him—making Han Xiao stronger would 

mean he could worry lesser. 

Han Xiao was not shy at all. He told Herlous to wait for a while, then moved boxes of machines in. He 

wanted to test all the weapons as a form of respect for an opponent so willing to help. 

Originally, Herlous was very calm, but as he saw more and more boxes entering the room, his face 

started to twitch. When Han Xiao carried a colossal Electromagnetic Rail Cannon prototype in, he 

uncontrollably took in a breath of cold air and yelled, “Oi! That’s enough!” 

With Herlous’ objection, Han Xiao had to give up testing the damage resistance limit of a grade B 

Pugilist. He put on his Amphiptere mechanical suit and warmed up his body. 

Melee combat was a Pugilists’ specialty, and since the space in the simulation room was limited, it was 

disadvantageous for Han Xiao. Hence, he stood a certain distance away before starting the fight. “Are 

you ready?” 

“Come.” Herlous was very calm; fighting an opponent one grade lower needed no preparation. 

Right as Herlous finished his sentence, Han Xiao flipped his hands. Two Electromagnetic Handguns 

slipped out from his leg armor, and he fired rapidly with Moving Snipe. The muzzle was flashing with 



blue electric light, and the sound was different from gunpowder weapons—it was a high-frequency buzz 

with the sound of electric flow. Needle bullets bolted toward Herlous, dragging a faint blue light behind. 

His Battleship Slicing Blade rose up in time, blocking in front of Herlous like a shield, making clanks from 

the collisions. Following which, Herlous’ expression changed a little. “Electromagnetic firearms‽” 

The Mechanic’s core ability was to build machinery for combat, and being able to build electromagnetic 

weapons meant that the attack power was on a new level. Electromagnetic guns had a high fire rate, so 

he almost could not react to it. Herlous has to take it seriously—although he had energy protection, his 

body was not some easily replaceable equipment, so he was totally not interested in getting focus fired. 

Herlous did not know much about Mechanics, but he knew that only higher-grade mechanics could build 

weapons with higher technology. Naturally, he was a little confused—could grade C mechanics build 

stable electromagnetic firearms? 

Herlous closed in with his blade in his hand, rushing faster than a sports car. Closing the distance, Han 

Xiao’s feet slid as he moved back, maintaining the distance. There were many firearms hidden under his 

armor—a handgun, assault rifle, and sniper—that had all been changed into electromagnetic versions 

with higher damage. 

Herlous was a well-deserved grade B. His reaction speed was extremely fast, and the wide Battleship 

Slicing Blade was suitable for blocking. Han Xiao fired hundreds of times, but less than five percent hit. 

Furthermore, the damage of those hits was largely reduced by the Pugilist’s energy coating and strong 

physic, only dealing skin damage. 

Having dealt some damage, Han Xiao saw Herlous’ data panel. 

“LV 98, grade B Pugilist, high in both strength and endurance, semi tank, quite a lot of talents, almost as 

many as me, and all with very strong effects... Damn, this guy has Basic Luck Glow, too.” 

Han Xiao was so jealous. According to Herlous’ self-description, he had been very lazy since he was 

young—he had extraordinary talent but never trained hard. Then, he abandoned combat for more than 

ten years, yet he still reached grade B. Maybe this was what a genius was like... 

Han Xiao could not help but think, If Herlous did not die like in the original storyline, he might have 

achieved grade A in the end. 

This is one hell of a recruit. 

As he became stronger, Han Xiao’s mind became faster; even thinking of something else during combat 

would not distract him. 

At this time, Herlous suddenly stopped chasing. His silver flames expanded, then contracted, condensed 

between his palms, and became a blinding silver-white light. 

Boom! 

Veins appeared on Herlous’ face, looking very exhausted. Then, with a growl, he pushed his palms 

forward. The light shot out as energy flew out from his palms continuously. A blinding silver white beam 

shot out like a furious growling dragon, the light filling Han Xiao’s vision. 



Han Xiao placed his arms in front of him, and the next moment, the beam collided with his arms, 

sending him flying and bashing onto the wall. The beam devoured the outline of his body. 

 

As long as Pugilists learned [Shockwave Blast], they would be able to shoot beams—this was one of the 

abilities in a Pugilist’s ability Technique Tree, just like the Mechanic’s Knowledge Tree. Compressing 

energy into a sphere, its power depended on the energy level, the flaw was that it required a lot of 

energy to use. 

Beams had different varieties, and compared to grade C, the beam of grade B was clearly thicker and 

longer lasting. Even though Herlous reduced the energy output because he was worried about shooting 

through the wall of the simulation room, the increased damage in the entire places clearly displayed the 

power of this hit. 

“That should be enough... wait, why did I use this?” 

Herlous was shocked. His original intention was to tutor, but because he felt a bit threatened during the 

battle, he subconsciously took Han Xiao as a strong enemy and used a strong attack. He suddenly deeply 

regretted using such a move—such an energy beam could even hurt grade C Pugilists, not to mention 

Mechanics. 

He was about to stop the energy output, but at that moment, a flash of arc-shaped lightning expanded 

from within the beam and slashed it open! 

Han Xiao jumped high up into the air, with a ferocious black scythe in his hand, and descended from the 

sky, slashing down! 

Herlous immediately raised his blade to block. The scythe crashed down on the Battleship Slicing Blade 

and caused sparks like a thunderstorm. The friction between metal mixed with the sound of electric 

currents. He stepped back and dodged, then he saw Han Xiao, who was on the ground. Many parts of his 

mechanical suit had become red hot, and his whole body was covered in white steam from the high 

temperature. The energy reaction level was shocking. 

Han Xiao twisted his neck and said jokingly, “That was close, almost couldn’t take it.” 

Although that was what he said, his tone was casual and calm, filled with confidence, totally not 

sounding like he was hurt at all. 

Herlous’ eyes widened. Someone who could tank a beam undamaged and give out this feeling was 

absolutely not just grade C. 

“You’re a grade B Super‽” Herlous was stunned. You were not this strong back in Sunil! 

Han Xiao shrugged. “I’ve improved.” 

How many days had passed? And you’ve already advanced a grade! Are you more genius than 

me‽ Herlous was shocked. He had always known that he was very talented. Although he was not proud 

of it, when he saw a Super that was even more ‘genius’ than him, he did not feel very good and had very 

mixed feelings. 



“Don’t stop, we’re not done fighting.” Han Xiao reached out his arm and grabbed the air toward the 

location of an equipment box on the other side. The mechanical suit arm and the box had a magnetic 

connection, so the summoned item flew over. 

In midair, the box opened automatically, and the exoskeleton armor bounced out, hovered over quickly 

according to the position of the magnetic connection, then covered Amphiptere, turning into the [Siege 

Mode] like a small giant in the blink of an eye. 

There was another benefit to Advanced Electromagnetism—it could make equipment combine 

automatically through adjusting the magnetism of different parts, increasing the speed of equipping 

different armor. 

Feeling the energy reaction that made his heart retract, Herlous became focused. He adjusted his 

attitude, and the thought of tutoring was forgotten. “You’re right. Our battle deserves to be called a 

spar!” 

Chapter 362: Invisible Corner (1) 

 

Upon experiencing the convenience of the automatic binding, Han Xiao could not help but feel 

good. Magnetic connection is truly convenient. 

The exoskeleton armor looked rough and ferocious. It had a mechanic structure of heavy, black alloy 

armor combined with staggered fangs—the visual impact was very strong. The Siege Mode was focused 

on power and defense; it was like a train head when moving. The mechanical limbs were large and 

tough, equipped with a large number of moving gears, adding the bonus of dozens of Strength points 

and more than 10,000 armor points. 

There were always pros and cons—the disadvantage of the Siege Mode was reduced Dexterity. 

Amphiptere itself was covered by the heavy exoskeleton armor, but luckily, there was the Nerves 

Connection, so controlling the exoskeleton armor was easy. 

His scythe was originally a more than two meters long weapon, but now it was like a harvesting short 

sickle. Han Xiao charged forward with large steps, and the ground shook. As he slashed again and again, 

the scythe and the Battleship Slicing Blade collided with each other rapidly. 

Clank clank clank! 

The Battleship Slicing Blade left marks on the armor. Han Xiao knew Specialized Materials Science, so he 

had combined Advanced Electromagnetism with it and created a new alloy. It was highly durable and 

had bonus damage reduction when filled with electric current. The strong materials used for the fusion 

had very high defensive capabilities. If it was normal iron, it would have been cut in half by Herlous long 

ago. 

The Great Mechanic Han was not so arrogant as to fight a Pugilist head-on in melee combat. He 

harassed with his Sonic Spheres, of which he could control seven at a time now because his nerves were 

stronger. He also used many other small weapons to keep attacking. 



After fighting for a while, the exoskeleton armor was covered in damage, and Herlous had also been 

slashed by the scythe a few times—it was basically a draw. 

Clank! 

After one last collision between the weapons, the two distanced themselves from one another like they 

could reach each other’s mind and stopped attacking at the same time. 

“Great fight.” Han Xiao laughed. 

Through this combat, he had a more direct understanding of his own combat power. The bottom line of 

grade B was 5,000 Ona, and grade A was 10,000 Ona. The calculation of the Ona number was a curve—

the higher the number, the bigger the difference between each point. Therefore, the difference 

between those of the same grade was larger. Even if both were grade B, the destructive power of one 

with 5,000 Ona and another with 9,000 Ona was completely different. 

Han Xiao’s Energy Rank was a little more than 5,300—a novice in grade B. Herlous has been in grade B 

for many years, but he had abandoned training. Thus, his Energy Rank was about 5,000 as well. 

However, with Herlous’ talent, he had a lot of room to grow. 

Supers with grade B strength were able to basically protect themselves in the galaxy, but it was 

countless miles away from being able to act completely carelessly. Han Xiao could only better prepare 

for the future if he knew his strength very clearly. 

Herlous took a deep breath and put his weapon away. Sparring should always stop at a suitable point—

there was no need to decide a winner. He would not use his trump card, and he knew full well that Han 

Xiao definitely had more trump cards as a Mechanic. Just through the fight earlier, he had already felt 

quite the pressure. Han Xiao had numerous attacking methods—like a hedgehog, he could be hurt with 

just a little bit of carelessness... oh wait, he was already hurt. 

He dressed his wounds, and with the Pugilist’s physique, he would recover in a few hours. Black Star was 

an opponent on the same level as him—Han Xiao’s combat power had earned Herlous’ approval. 

Herlous was much less worried about Han Xiao’s safety. Originally, when he realized that he was the 

strongest in the Black Star Mercenary Group, he had felt somewhat uncertain no matter what. Now that 

there was finally someone with the same level of combat power, Herlous’ mindset had changed. To put 

it more directly... originally, he had thought that his teammates were burdens, but now, they gradually 

turned into reliable friends. 

Furthermore, having a friend with the same level of strength meant having common conversation 

topics. They smiled at each other and felt a sense of trust in one another. The basis of trust could only 

be built between people with the same level of strength. 

Herlous volunteered to help move the equipment boxes, and the two of them walked out the simulation 

room side by side. Then they came to realize that Frenzied Sword and a few players were waiting 

outside with surprised faces. 

“Black Phantom, you’re so strong!” Stars twinkled in Frenzied Sword’s eyes. 



Frenzied Sword was very hardworking, so he had wanted to find Herlous to trigger a tutoring event, but 

coincidentally, he had witnessed the earlier battle. He was stunned, as the mercenary group only 

displayed one grade B, Herlous, but Han Xiao had been fighting him evenly earlier. That meant that he 

had to be a B, too! Frenzied Sword immediately made a logical guess—it must have been because Han 

Xiao hid it during the test. 

In traditional ideals, the leader should be the strongest. Originally, when the captain was not as strong 

as the newly joined cadre, the players had felt rather weird. Now, Frenzied Sword and the others felt 

much more comfortable. The Great Mechanic Han’s image was strong and mysterious. In the players’ 

eyes, he could do all sorts of unbelievable things, and what he just did matched his position in their 

hearts. 

Frenzied Sword was the first follower—he had witnessed Han Xiao’s rising experience step by step. 

Every time that he saw Han Xiao, he was glad of the choice that he had made. However, after entering 

the galaxy, Frenzied Sword had been somewhat upset. The team had expanded, and there were more 

people—he felt neglected. 

Back then, Han Xiao gave him these high reward missions with strange requirements every day, and 

Frenzied Sword could not get enough of it. However, the missions now were too formal—Frenzied 

Sword missed that feeling... 

However, at the same time, he was secretly delighted about it as well. No other players had witnessed 

these strange missions, not even Hao Tian, Maple Moon, and Bun-Hit-Dog knew what Han Xiao had 

been like back then. He was the only one to have experienced it. This was a very interesting and fun 

experience, and he thought back on it often. 

Han Xiao raised an eyebrow and took a step to the side discreetly. Somehow, he felt that Frenzied 

Sword was looking at him weirdly. 

“Who’s Black Phantom?” Herlous was confused. 

Han Xiao waved. “Don’t mind it, that’s my nickname on my mother planet.” 

“Oh, I forgot, you’re famous on your mother planet.” Herlous discreetly decided to find other 

teammates to know more about Han Xiao’s past. He was very interested. 

There were few activities during the trip, and other than occasionally sparring with Herlous, Han Xiao 

chatted with Gashley whenever he was free to hear more about Sky Ring’s history. They sometimes also 

talked about the knowledge of traveling through the universe. 

 

Gashley was an experienced mercenary—he had been to many places and had a lot of stories to tell. In 

terms of words, the Great Mechanic Han never backed off, and in terms of knowledge, ten Gashleys tied 

together would not be able to match up to him. They chatted happily and had very pleasant 

conversations, gradually familiarizing themselves with one another. 

Most of the formal mercenaries were forthright and liked to make many friends. 



Players communicated with the other Sky Ring mercenaries often. When talking about their armor, the 

Sky Ring mercenaries displayed the effect of the Sky Ring Armor. They were all products of compression 

technology. By pressing down on the triangular crystal on their chest, the humble Sky Ring combat suit 

would expand and become various full forms. It was truly gorgeous. 

The Sunil Enlistee Class armor paled in comparison, so the players were all shocked and jealous. 

Seeing that the players were tempted by their resources, the Sky Ring mercenaries tried to tempt the 

players privately by promising a free Sky Ring Armor after joining Sky Ring. If their recruitment was 

successful, the recruiter would be rewarded as well. Recruiting members from other mercenary groups 

was a very common activity—it was free real estate. Many Sky Ring mercenaries also belonged to other 

mercenary groups originally, and they had been attracted to Sky Ring due to their better offer. 

However, this did not work on the players at all. Tempted did not mean shaken; they were still waiting 

for better things to appear in the mercenary group shop. One day, there might be Sky Ring Armor in the 

Black Star shop too. Therefore, they were in no hurry. These players trusted Han Xiao very much. 

The private invitations were all rejected, and the Sky Ring mercenaries were very surprised. They had 

not expected the mercenaries under Black Star to be so loyal, and shock naturally turned into respect for 

the group. 

When Han Xiao heard this from Bun-Hit-Dog, he felt warm inside. The faction unity was starting to shape 

slowly. This group of players had backbone. 

... 

At the same time, among some asteroid belt in the Fawn Galaxy, a few scavenger spaceships were 

moving stealthily. They kept the information disruption force field activated at all times, maintaining 

their Stealth mode. This was the scavenger organization that had attacked the Silvers. It was a slave 

trader that often sold slaves—they were notorious for their ruthless acts in the Shattered Star Ring. 

The hold of one of the spaceships consisted of prison cells used exclusively for containing slaves. This 

group of scavengers had done quite a number of jobs before they attacked the Silvers. The not so 

valuable ‘goods’ were locked together, and the valuable slaves were imprisoned alone. Naturally, the 

seventeen captured Silvers were imprisoned alone. 

A golden-skinned, messy-haired man walked into the prison area with a very gloomy look on his face. He 

was the leader of this group of scavengers, Peggy, a hybrid Godoran. The blood running through his 

veins was only one-eighth Godoran, but his appearance was still very similar to that of a Godoran. The 

Godoran genes were indeed very strong. He had tiny scales on different places on his skin and vertical 

pupils like a snake, suggesting that he had some kind of Snakeman genes. 

The prisoners in the large cell immediately became riled up when they saw him. 

“Let me out!” 

“I’m an explorer of Holy Stone Civilization, how dare you detain me! Let me go now, or I will...” 

“Who are you going to sell us to?” 



The prisoners were very noisy, but Peggy ignored them completely. He skipped the large cell area and 

walked into the corridor of the single person cells. He had yet to do a routine interrogation after 

catching these Silvers—it was now time to test the ‘goods’. 

Chapter 363: Invisible Corner (2) 

 

The Shattered Star Ring was filled with criminals, so it was very rare to see visitors from other Star 

Fields. Yet, there were still people who came. 

Peggy asked eleven of them in a row, and the results were mostly the same. These Silvers were all 

friends and travelers, wanting to witness the edge of the visible universe, and Shattered Star Ring was 

one of the edges of the visible universe. They had passed by and had unfortunately been abducted by 

Peggy. 

He walked into the next cell, and the Silver inside was somewhat different. The others would at least 

shiver a little when they heard the cell door open, but this guy was very calm and did not move at all. It 

was like he was not a prisoner but a guest of this ship. 

“Are you the leader?” This Silver spoke first, his tone very calm. “I’m willing to buy my freedom with 

money. You can decide any price.” 

“I’m not interested.” Peggy was expressionless. His spaceship maintained information disruption to 

prevent getting located, to prevent risks, so they would not let the slaves use their communicators 

before they were safe. 

With a wave of his hand, his subordinate walked forward and frisked the Silver’s body. This Silver 

struggled violently and yelled with rage, “I have a lot of money! Aren’t you selling slaves for money‽” 

Suddenly, a scavenger subordinate discovered something. He tore his shirt open and took out a tiny 

black bead from his lining. This Silver immediately became much more violent and wanted to pounce 

over to snatch back the black bead, but he was pressed strongly on the floor, only able to growl 

furiously. 

“What’s this?” Peggy took the black bead from his subordinate and squeezed it. It was very hard, and 

the surface of the bead was emanating a deep light with a tint of magical glow. 

“Give it back to me! I’m an emissary of DarkStar; this belongs to the DarkStar. If you dare take it away, 

destruction and death will fall upon you!” this man yelled angrily. 

“DarkStar?” Peggy laughed coldly. “You did your homework well. Despite being far away in the Sea of 

Star Spirits, you know there’s a DarkStar organization in our Shattered Star Ring. I didn’t joint DarkStar 

even though I’m a hybrid Godoran, you want to scare me? Do you think I’m easily fooled?” 

Peggy saw DarkStar as the great pioneer of liberation, and he had always wanted to join, but because 

DarkStar was too mysterious, he never could come into contact with them. If DarkStar gave him orders, 

he would willingly give his life. 



Silvers were far in the Sea of Star Spirits, how could they possibly have any connection with DarkStar. He 

had caught them out of nowhere, and this guy happened to be the so-called ’emissary’? How could it be 

so coincidental! It was nothing but intimidation—Peggy had seen it way too many times. 

“Seeing that you’re so nervous, this bead must be valuable. I’ll take it.” 

Peggy pocketed the bead and planned to find someone to identify it when he was free. He brought his 

subordinates along and left the cell, then closed the gate. 

Outside the door, the subordinate licked his lips. His face was filled with greed as he said, “A Silver has 

never appeared on the slave market of Shattered Star Ring before. It will definitely sell for a good 

price—this is a huge profit. Boss, who are we selling them to?” 

“I’ve contacted the customer,” Peggy said. “We’re going to Floating Dragon Island.” 

The subordinate widened his eyes. “that’s that man’s territory!” 

“The customer this time is that guy’s subordinate, very generous with money.” Peggy had a gloomy 

smile as he walked away. 

In the prison cell, this Silver was furious. He cursed in his mind, Damn scavengers! Luckily, the Secret 

Message Bead can only be opened with a password. They can’t take out what’s inside... 

... 

Star Zone 4, Fawn—Planet Number 122—was a planet without an owner or civilization. The Silvers that 

sent out the missions were camping there. Since their call for aid, numerous mercenary spaceships had 

arrived on this lifeless planet, and all sorts of spaceships surrounded the middle and shaped a base. In 

the heart of it was the Silvers’ traveling spaceship. 

Gashley’s spaceship landed slowly, and Han Xiao and the others swarmed out to look around. 

The base was filled with voices—most of them were mercenary groups. The Silvers’ mission had 

attracted many renowned mercenaries in the Shattered Star Ring. 

Gashley brought the others toward the main team. They arrived below an even larger spaceship, and 

about a hundred Sky Ring mercenaries were gathered here. Han Xiao looked up—this spaceship had the 

Sky Ring symbol on it, too. 

“You’re finally here.” A tall woman wearing hooded robe walked over. 

It was the Three-Ring Level cadre [Ice Sorcerer], original name Goa, leader of the Sky Ring for this 

mission. She had light blue long hair, a cold nature, and a void-like voice, just like ice. This was a Mage—

although Han Xiao could not feel the magic flowing in her, he could feel the coldness from her. 

Seems like she’s an ice element Mage, Han Xiao thought. 

Just like the Mechanic class, the Mage class also had complicated knowledge and a variety of styles. Ice 

mages were hard to deal with, and they had all sorts of annoying skills like slow, freeze, and stiffen. 

Goa glanced at Gashley. She saw Han Xiao and the others beside and asked with a frown, “Who are 

they?” 



“Black Star Mercenary Group. We just made a partnership agreement, so they’re here to help,” Gashley 

said. 

“Never heard of them before.” Goa shook her head. 

Han Xiao was not bothered. Black Star Mercenary Group’s name was limited to Juberly Hub; it was far 

from being famous. Compared to Sky Ring, his mercenary group was not noticeable at all. 

Goa thought that they were just a bunch of sidekicks, but suddenly, she felt a sense of danger. The 

senses of a mage reminded her that she had met someone strong, only then did she start to seriously 

size Han Xiao and the others up. She noticed that two of them had very active cell energy in them. 

“Two grade B Supers...” Goa’s expression changed a little. Although grade B Supers were rather 

common, they were not everywhere. Even in Sky Ring, grade B Supers were at least Three-Ring Level 

cadres, and this mercenary group with only dozens of members had two grade B Supers; the ratio was 

very high. 

She was the only grade B in this team, their high-level combat power was not even as high as this small 

mercenary group. 

Goa stopped looking at them and said, “Our employer has hired many mercenaries—they’re not short of 

combat power. However, the situation right now is not very good... Since everyone is here, let’s head 

over there first. We’ll speak on the way.” 

They walked to the Silver’s ship, and Goa explained the current situation. 

This Silver had spent a large sum to hire mercenaries to save his captured friends—he was very 

generous indeed, but the mercenaries still had yet to start. They were stuck at an awkward stage—no 

one knew the enemies’ location! The scavengers that had attacked the Silvers were nowhere to be 

found, so no matter how many mercenaries gathered, there was nowhere to start. 

Such intelligence lacking missions were very troublesome. The mercenaries used various detection 

methods, but that group of scavengers had turned on information disruption and could not be located. 

They did not leave many traces during their crime either. Although they knew that the scavengers would 

be fencing, they did not know where they would be going to. 

If they were further delayed, the people of his race would be sold already. The surviving Silver was very 

anxious, and he released new requirements. If anyone could provide effective location information, he 

would give a generous bonus. 

 

“Other than us, Blades and Purple Gold are here, too. Purple Gold went to find a fortune teller, so the 

enemies’ location might be discovered,” Goa said. 

The Blades Army and the Purple Gold Army, two large mercenary armies as large as Sky Ring, were also 

active in the Shattered Star Ring. The rewards for this mission were divided into two parts, the base 

reward and bonus reward. The base reward was the hiring fee, and the mercenaries that saved the 

captives would be given a bonus that was multiple times the base reward. Therefore, in these missions, 

the relationship between the mercenaries was not only comrades but competitors as well. 



Formal mercenaries competed with dignity—they would not burden each other on purpose, or their 

reputation would be damaged. 

Usually, when the enemy could not be located and there were no better detection devices, mysterious 

foreseeing methods might have an unexpected good result. These abilities required very special talents 

and strict rules, so they were rare. 

The players could not awaken foreseeing type powers. Even if they could learn fortune telling in the 

Mage class, they would only receive very little information when they used it, so it had a lot of 

limitations. 

The people met the Blades’ team halfway, and they walked with each other. Goa and the leader of 

Blades chatted casually as they led the way. 

Both large mercenary groups had their own uniforms. They chatted with the people they knew, and Han 

Xiao and the others were conspicuous in the middle of these two groups of people, as those around 

them sized up this unknown mercenary group. 

“Who are they?” 

“Seems like Sky Ring’s help, think they’re called something like Black Star Mercenary Group. Small 

group, not well known.” 

“Here to watch probably.” 

The mercenaries chatted among themselves, and the players felt uncomfortable. They felt like they did 

not fit into this crowd at all. 

On the way, Han Xiao was pondering on what to do next. He did not know if Goa had plans to hire him, 

but he did not want to come for nothing. Since they were already there, he did not want to return 

empty handed. 

Many renowned mercenaries of the Shattered Star Ring have gathered here on this planet. I came too 

late, and I have yet to make a name for myself. It looks like I can’t play a part here. 

This was an event that he had not come into contact before, so he had to improvise. 

Just as he was thinking, they came to the middle of the base. The Silver appeared in their sights—they 

had snow white skin, long and cute tentacles above their heads, and stunning clothes made of unknown 

material that was soft and smooth, and bottom half of the face was covered by an air filtration mask. 

This was the first time that the players had seen a ‘Universe Royalty’. They looked here and there and 

did not realize what was so ‘royal’ about them. It felt no different from other weird looking galactic 

races. 

“If a civilization is strong and ancient enough, the race ruling it will, of course, be royalty. The others will 

look up to their hobbies as a royal standard. This is an issue regarding societal positions, nothing much 

to do with their physique.” Han Xiao patted Herlous on his shoulder. 

“What did you pat me for?” Herlous rolled his eyes. About this topic, the Sunil clearly did not want to 

talk to you about it. 



The Silver spaceship captain was negotiating with the mercenaries, and he said, “I hope you can quickly 

set off to save my friends. It’s been delayed for too long; if you people continue to slack, you will not 

receive any reward.” 

“We don’t know the enemies’ location. All detective and tracking methods are no use, and you also did 

not give us any valuable intel. Thus, we can only wait temporarily. However, do not worry, our friends 

have already gone to invite a fortune teller. As long as you keep your promise and give the intel provider 

the bonus reward, I believe that there will soon be a result,” a mercenary said. 

“You people of Shattered Star Ring are really greedy and primitive,” the Silver spaceship captain 

complained. “I dislike this place. No matter what, I just want results—money is not a problem.” 

Whoosh! 

The wind rolled up the sand, and another spaceship had landed. The Purple Gold Army’s symbol was 

printed on its body. The crowd split apart, and Purple Gold Army’s team walked down the ship and 

approached. Beside the leader was a sorcery fortune teller carrying a crystal ball, also a member of the 

Purple Gold Army, hurrying over from galaxies away for this mission. 

Chapter 364: Floating Dragon Island 

 

The fortune teller held onto the magical crystal ball and mumbled, while the Silvers and the mercenaries 

watched and exchanged looks. 

“Will fortune-telling even work?” Herlous asked. A target that all kinds of detection devices could not 

find, and a fortune teller could just lock onto it like that? Sunil was a technological civilization, so they 

had very limited knowledge of sorcery. They had only heard about it and never understood how it 

worked, so it was normal to be doubtful. 

Han Xiao touched his chin. “That depends, there are many strange things in the universe. Something 

that technology devices can’t do, sorcery can, and vice versa. Of course, as they both improve, the 

different systems will gradually have more similarities, and it all leads to the same place. The fortune 

telling of the Mage class is quite useful.” 

“Can’t you use your foreseeing ability?” Herlous suddenly remembered that there was a foreseer 

standing right beside him. 

“Mine is passive, passive...” Han Xiao dry coughed and gave a logical explanation. 

About ten minutes into the mumbling, a blurred image appeared on the magical crystal ball, and the 

fortune teller stopped chanting. The fortune teller stared at the crystal for a while, then rubbed his eyes 

and said unsurely, “I saw a Void Dragon race...” 

The crowd was stunned. 

Void Dragon race? 

What are you talking about‽ 



The clarity of the fortune telling results depended on the number of traces. Most of the time it would be 

ambiguous, but it would definitely be related to the truth. The fortune teller said, “I can only see this 

result, do you have any leads?” 

The mercenaries surrounded the crystal ball and discussed, while Goa frowned and said suddenly, 

“Could it be... Floating Dragon Island?” 

The crowd stopped their discussion instantly when they heard this. It was like someone pressed the 

mute button, and the mercenaries quietened down and exchanged looks. A tint of horror even 

appeared on their faces. 

“Very possible... if there’s any organization in the Shattered Star Ring unafraid of revenge, Floating 

Dragon Island is one of them.” 

Maple Moon noticed how stiff the people were. She tugged on Han Xiao’s sleeve and asked curiously, 

“What kind of place is that?” 

Han Xiao squinted his eyes and said, “Wanted criminals can’t get supplies from lawful civilization’s 

planets, but some neutral territories dare to take in galactic pirates, scavengers, and other criminals. 

Floating Dragon Island is one such neutral territory.” 

“Then isn’t that a gathering ground of criminals? Why don’t these civilizations just get rid of all of them 

at once?” Bun-Hit-Dog cut in. 

“Not to pursue one’s past sins in neutral territories, this is the unspoken rules between the civilizations 

in Shattered Star Ring because of one and only one reason—these long-lasting neutral territories all 

have a strong ruler.” Han Xiao seemed to have remembered something interesting. The edges of his lips 

rose up as he said, “The ruler of Floating Dragon Island... is someone beyond Calamity Grade!” 

Beyond Calamity Grade... which means higher than grade A‽ 

The players’ faces changed. They finally understood why these mercenaries all had such grave 

expressions. 

They knew absolutely nothing of the strong people of this grade, but Han Xiao knew very clearly. 

If grade A was a calamity at a planet-scale, above grade A was a whole new level, more than enough to 

become the king of an area through the galaxy. Not many civilizations wanted to mess with someone of 

this level. For example, at her peak, Hila could reap the souls of every life on an entire planet in seconds, 

making an entire planet deadly silent! 

When the strength of a single being reached such a level, there were not many rules that could restrict 

them anymore. Some galactic civilizations could not do anything to them even if they used the power of 

their entire race. It was horrifying indeed... 

Luckily, there were few monsters at this level even throughout the entire universe. In the Shattered Star 

Ring, there were only four known beings beyond grade A, fearsomely famous and lonely. 

The ruler of Floating Dragon Island was one of them, and Han Xiao happened to be very familiar with 

that guy. In his previous life, the Great Mechanic Han had once come into contact with that guy due to a 

mission. 



 

Void Dragons were galactic beings, and their bodies were tens of thousands of meters long. They lived in 

the universe, and the dark energy everywhere to them was like air to humans and water to fish. The 

bodies of Void Dragons contained special powers, and when they died, their flesh would turn into ice 

shards and ash, leaving an enormous skeleton floating in the universe, turning into a comet. 

When they reached close to the end of their life expectancy, the Void Dragon race would wait for its 

death beside the corpse of one of its race, hence forming a graveyard in the form of comets. Floating 

Dragon Island was a large graveyard. It was rumored to have twenty-four sets of Void Dragon skeletons, 

captured by its current ruler then embedded into the surface of an empty planet, the ruler then used 

their great strength to tear away a part of the land, equipping it with all kinds of anti-gravitational, 

ecological maintenance devices, maintaining its galactic voyage, turning into the Floating Dragon Island 

it was now. 

Back then, when Han Xiao knew about this, other than being shocked his biggest conclusion was... that 

dragon was damn rich! 

The people contemplated. According to the fortune telling results, the scavengers were most likely going 

to fence their goods on Floating Dragon Island, so many mercenaries wanted to back away. 

“Sorry, I’m quitting this mission.” The captain of one of the middle size mercenary groups made the 

decision after long consideration. With him as the first, more mercenaries followed and left. Spaceships 

took off one after another and disappeared. 

Floating Dragon Island was a gathering ground for criminals, an extremely dangerous place that place 

did not really welcome formal mercenaries. They might just bump into their enemy there. Furthermore, 

saving someone in that kind of place... if they broke the rules accidentally and enraged the ruler, it 

would be a problem to even make it out alive. Most of the mercenaries wimped out. 

The Silver was angry and shocked. The action of these mercenaries going back on their word made them 

furious. 

Only Sky Ring, Blades, and Purple Gold were left. These three groups had a strong background—at least 

the criminals in Floating Dragon Island would not dare to touch them. It was certainly different to have 

the confidence since they had relationship and background. 

Here comes the chance! Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. The Silver would definitely be in shortage of 

manpower, so he stood out of the crowd and said with a smile, “Do you still need mercenaries?” 

The three large mercenary groups looked over. The Silver spaceship captain nodded immediately—it 

was really a timely offer. These renowned mercenaries were just full of promises to save the captives 

moments ago, yet they all wimped when they heard the location. What good did their accumulated 

good name do? They did not even match up to this uninvited mercenary group! 

Goa frowned and said, “Floating Dragon Island is filled with brutes, pirates, and scavengers everywhere. 

It’s very dangerous, and even though you’re our partner, Sky Ring’s name cannot protect you. If you get 

killed, it will be for nothing. That place is too dangerous for you guys, so it’s best you reconsider.” 



From what they saw, eighty percent of this small mercenary group’s confidence to do this mission was 

because they were Sky Ring’s partner, but she felt that she had to make things clear. 

If a direct member was killed, Sky Ring would take revenge, so the brutes would consider before they 

did anything. However, although partners could act alongside them, if they were killed, Sky Ring would 

not stand up for them. That was the difference. 

“No worries, my people are not afraid of danger.” Han Xiao smiled, and his impression of this female 

mage became better. They clearly could just hire them as combat power, yet she actively explained the 

dangers involved—although she seemed cold, she was actually quite kind. 

Chapter 365: Don’t Wimp, Just Do It 

 

This time, Gashley explained softly, “There’s no need to worry, all of Black Star’s people can revive.” 

“What‽” Goa was shocked. She did not know about Han Xiao’s team previously. Only after she listened 

to Gashley’s introduction did she understand the uniqueness of Black Star Mercenary Group. “A group 

of undying, no wonder they have the right to become Sky Ring’s partner...” 

She did not continue her attempt to persuade Han Xiao anymore. 

Han Xiao suddenly had an idea, and he said, “We only know that Floating Dragon Island is the location, 

but we don’t know the scavengers’ identity, nor do we know who they’re dealing with. It would still be 

finding a needle in a haystack—do you have any other ways?” 

The Purple Gold Army fortune teller shook his head, saying that his fortune telling could not divine such 

details. 

Han Xiao was relieved. He coughed and started acting. “I’m a foreseer, too, and I felt something just 

now and noticed some new clues.” 

The people were surprised, and they looked over. 

Han Xiao remembered that he still had the Character Summon Card of Destiny’s Child, and there were 

five more usages, so he could just give it a try. He asked, “If I can provide reliable intel, is there any other 

reward?” 

The Silver spaceship captain nodded and said, “Of course there is.” 

“I want to suggest a reward.” 

“What do you want?” 

“Mechanic class advancement knowledge.” Han Xiao smiled; this was a good opportunity to make a 

request. 

The Silvers discussed for a while and agreed to Han Xiao’s request. Far away in the Sea of Star Spirits, 

class advancement knowledges were not that precious—they were basically everywhere. He just had to 

tell a friend back there, and it could be sent over immediately—it would not even cost them anything. 



Upon getting the confirmation, Han Xiao used his Destiny’s Child Card. His vision changed, entering a 

blurry image, and he saw some bits and pieces. 

After losing focus for a while, Han Xiao’s vision recovered. Destiny’s Child’s ability was very promising, so 

Han Xiao already knew the customer’s rough appearance. They just had to ask around, and they should 

be able to find the target. 

He described the intel, and the Silver sent the appointed class advancement knowledge into his 

communicator. 

Han Xiao used his potential points to learn it immediately, and a new knowledge entered his mind. 

 

You have learned [Rapid Assembly]! 

 

This is the difference... Han Xiao sighed. A knowledge that he could not even learn in the Shattered Star 

Ring, the Silver could transfer it to him easily. That was the civilization difference, and even he was 

tempted to kidnap these Silvers. 

But it was just a thought. He threw that suicidal idea away very quickly. He now had a faction base, and 

he did not want to become someone who was chased around everywhere. 

After the hiring procedures were completed, Han Xiao requested for the other two class advancement 

knowledge regarding compression technology as well. Seeing that Han Xiao was the captain, Silver 

agreed with all of it—Supers looking for new knowledge was very common. 

A mission was triggered on his interface, and the basic reward was one of the knowledges required for 

compression technology. If he successfully saved the hostages, he would then receive the other 

knowledge. The experience reward was more than 4,000,000, plus some monetary reward. 

And the players’ reward was only money. 

After settling everything, without further ado, Han Xiao and the others boarded Sky Ring’s spaceship and 

followed the three large mercenary groups to Floating Dragon Island. 

... 

In an unknown region of the Shattered Star Ring was a DarkStar base, where the Superiors of the 

DarkStar organization were having an emergency meeting. 

“The carrier this time was kidnapped.” 

“Did Godora notice our plan?” 

“No, this is just an accident. The people over there chose the carrier to be a Silver, and he was 

kidnapped by a slave trader.” 

“That’s good then. The intel shows that the fence location seems to be Floating Dragon Island. What do 

we do?” 



“Send people over to rob those bought slaves. Find the carrier and retrieve the cargo. If outsiders don’t 

have the password, they can’t take out the Mutation Source and the Super-Gene Extractor inside. These 

two things cost the organization a lot, so they cannot be lost.” 

“Who do we send to carry out the mission?” 

“Since it’s this important, let [Ember] go. He has yet to fail since joining DarkStar.” 

Not long after, a stealth spaceship left the DarkStar base and headed toward Floating Dragon Island. 

... 

“Only paid for fifteen Silvers?” 

Peggy was already very close to Floating Dragon Island. He contacted the customer again and came to 

know of the new request. There were seventeen Silvers in the spaceship, so two of them unsold. He 

thought about it, then told his subordinate to bring two Silvers to him. One of them was that carrier that 

called himself the DarkStar emissary. 

In front of the hatch at the side of the spaceship, two Silvers were kneeling before Peggy. Scavengers 

surrounded the two of them, anticipating a good show. 

“Open the hatch,” Peggy said. 

A subordinate opened the inner hatch, but the outer hatch remained closed. The two Silvers saw this 

and guessed what the scavengers were about to do. They were terrified and struggled more violently, 

but they were firmly pressed down. 

Peggy signaled for the other Silver to be moved out of the inner hatch. The inner hatch then closed, and 

the outer hatch opened. The body of this Silver was exposed in vacuum. He slowly floated away as his 

eyes bulged and his limbs moved everywhere. After struggling for a while, his organs shattered, and he 

tragically died. 

“Hahahaha...” The scavengers laughed out loud as they saw this from the windows. This was the 

entertainment of scavengers. 

The carrier Silver panicked and said, “Aren’t you going to sell me? I’m very valuable! I have a lot of 

money to pay for myself, why do you want to kill me‽” 

Peggy’s eyes were dark and cold, his face twisted. “You’re my property, so I can do anything I want to 

you. I dislike it when people bargain with me, and I dislike high up races like yours even more. Every 

time I see people like you, I’m reminded of the pureblood Godora *ssholes. Arrogant people all deserve 

to die.” 

 

As he said that, he waved again. The subordinates did the same thing—they threw this Silver out as well, 

and he died rapidly in a vacuum. 

The spaceship then sped up and left the area right away, leaving only two Silver corpses floating in the 

cold universe. 



... 

At the same time, the spaceships of the mercenary groups were about to land on the other side of 

Floating Dragon Island. 

This was a land that sailed in the universe, like a galactic island. It had many stabilizers and accelerators 

at its base, and a translucent sphere covered the entire floating island, maintaining the atmosphere and 

gravity. 

The construction style of Floating Dragon Island was rough. It had a city that looked like an enormous 

dragon spreading its wings when looking down from above, and many mechanical digging devices were 

fixed on the ground. The drills acquired the Void Dragon skeletons underground—it was a very valuable 

material. 

Countless ferocious looking modified spaceships were docked at the pier, painted with different 

symbols. These all belonged to scavengers and galaxy pirates. There were quite a number of them who 

were rather notorious, such as these with a wanted reward of more than 100,000 Enas. 

The mercenary group spaceships landed successfully, after going through the procedures, the people 

walked into the city together, criminals with anarchic looks could be seen on the streets everywhere. 

The three large mercenary groups all wore uniforms, which attracted a lot of attention. Many criminals 

were openly sizing them up. 

The air was filled with hostility, sending chills down spines. Because they knew that there was danger 

everywhere, they had all equipped themselves fully back on the ship before they came. The players 

wore Sunil Enlistee Class armor, and Han Xiao wore Amphiptere. 

The three large mercenary groups did a wide range of businesses, so they had made quite a few 

enemies. Although these people were looking at them with hatred, they did not dare to do anything due 

to their fear of the name of these three large mercenary group. On the other hand, Han Xiao and the 

others who clearly did not belong to the three large mercenary groups attracted more attention. 

Frowning, Herlous said softly, “Black Star, I’m feeling the stares from at least three Supers of the same 

grade. They are looking at us like they want to eat us.” 

Han Xiao smiled and said, “We’re walking with the people of Sky Ring, Blades, and Purple Gold. Of 

course, these brutes will transfer their hatred naturally onto us. See, these people are the role models.” 

Looking over following Han Xiao’s finger, a group of galactic pirates leaned against the war and pointed 

at them while they were chatting, their eyes filled with hostility. The leader of the pirates spat out 

phlegm, which happened to land on Maple Moon’s armor as she was at the edge of the team. Their 

expression was fearless. 

“Then aren’t we in more danger?” Herlous was shocked. 

“Do you know what’s called full resource utilization?” Han Xiao smiled. 

Before Herlous could react, Han Xiao suddenly bent his legs and bounce started his dash toward that 

group of galactic pirates. Without a single word, the scythe extended, and he slashed down. 



These pirates did not expect this at all—they fired hastily. 

Ding ding ding! 

Fire sparks flew, and the bullets were all deflected by Amphiptere mechanical suit. Han Xiao was like a 

grim reaper; he slashed sideways and cut four pirates into half, blood splashing onto the floor! 

“You’re asking for it!” The pirate leader was right beside them. He furiously pulled out a war axe with 

flame enchantment and slammed the axe down on Han Xiao. This was a grade C Pugilist. 

Han Xiao’s hands grabbed the axe tightly—it could not even move an inch further. He shook the scythe, 

and its blade expanded into electromagnetic chain blades, which tied the body of the pirate leader like a 

rope. Then, he activated Flaming Will, and the scythe tightened strongly. 

Swoosh! 

The health bar of this pirate leader was drained instantly. Without being able to scream, he was 

chopped into pieces right away! 

Herlous was stunned. 

The last second, they had still been chatting, but the next second, he had gone out killing. Was he really 

this prone to fits of anger‽ 

Chapter 366: Slave Market 

 

As a neutral territory, there were not just criminals in the Floating Dragon Island; there were also 

residents, workers, and troops that the ruler used to maintain security called the Dragon Guards. This 

was a chaotic place, but no matter what, they had to pay a tax when entering the island, representing 

their respect for the ruler. No one dared break this rule. 

Floating Dragon Island was a typical low-security area. Combat there was allowed. As long as residents 

and workers were not killed and buildings were not destroyed, the Dragon Guards would never bother 

about outsiders killing each other. The atmosphere there was lawless, chaotic, and brutal. The city did 

not have a proper city plan, and the buildings were all over the place. There was no sun or moon in the 

sky, only lights from the city lighting up the floating island, making the sky a patchwork of darkness and 

colorful radiance. 

Villains liked this place, not just because this was a neutral supply site—they also liked the rules there. 

As long as they did not cross the line of the Dragon Guards, they could use violence as much as they 

wanted. In this place, killing and being killed both did not seem like a big deal. 

Han Xiao’s sudden act of violence caused a chain reaction. The sound of machines sounded in the street, 

and the entire street’s brutes raised their guns and aimed at him, looking ferocious as if they were going 

to rush forward anytime. 

At this time, all the people from the three large mercenary groups drew their weapons, not taking any 

steps back, and surrounded Han Xiao to back him up. They displayed their strong attitude to protect 

their friends. 



The villains suddenly hesitated. Overcome by fear, they sheathed their weapons and backed off 

unwillingly. Other than not wanting to be in trouble with the three large mercenary groups, the Dragon 

Guards would also appear if their battle became too intense. 

Stared at by villains from all directions, the hundreds of mercenaries walked past this street, and only 

then did they sheathe their weapons. They continued walking forward, and no one expressed any 

opinion about what had just happened, like it was just the most common thing. 

Goa glanced at Han Xiao and did not blame his sudden action at all. 

All the mercenaries backed them up, and no one took it as a big deal—it was a cooperation that needed 

no explanation. Not just Herlous, even the players were shocked. 

“Keeping a low profile is useless here,” Han Xiao said. “You have to flash your claws and fangs to 

intimidate potential enemies. There is also an unspoken cooperation sense in the mercenary industry. 

Every mercenary on the same mission is a trustworthy teammate. As long as the trouble is not way out 

of line, everyone will be with you. What concerns you also concerns me. 

“Furthermore, killing some criminals here is a norm, and it was a good way to express our toughness. No 

one will say anything about it.” 

Han Xiao had skipped the quarreling and talking part straight away and jumped to fighting because, 

here, if something could be settled with violence, there was no need to talk. 

Herlous now understood what Han Xiao meant by full resource utilization. They were acting together 

with the three huge mercenary groups, so they had the number advantage. Thus, it was a suitable 

chance for them to show their fists. 

This unspoken cooperation instantly made the players feel closer to the mercenaries. 

Deep into the city of Floating Dragon Island, there were far fewer criminals on the streets. They locked 

onto the target’s identity through the customer that Han Xiao described from his foresight—Horlaide, 

the owner of a local slave market and also the subordinate of a certain direct descendant of the Floating 

Dragon Island ruler. He managed a part of the business. 

“Now this is tough. He’s Floating Dragon Island’s ruler’s subordinate, so if we rob him of his slaves, it will 

be disrespectful to the ruler...” 

On the streets, the leaders of the mercenary group gathered and discussed the issue. Sky Ring, Blades, 

and Purple Gold gave Han Xiao enough respect, so the four of them were discussing the action plan. 

The current situation was quite a problematic one. Although the three large mercenary groups did not 

fear any criminals there, they did not dare mess with Floating Dragon Island’s ruler. 

“People of Floating Dragon Island cannot be enraged, or we will certainly be dead. We have to think of a 

plan,” the leader of Blades, Porter, said in a very firm tone. 

The Purple Gold’s leader, Cerleni, contemplated and said, “If Horlaide has already bought the Silvers, we 

cannot snatch them back with violence. The best way would be to rob the captives first before Horlaide 

makes the payment. Since we know who the customer is, we can wait for the scavengers to arrive, set 



up an ambush in advance, then snatch the captives back when they are still on their way. This way, we 

will not have a direct conflict with Horlaide.” 

“Then,” Goa said, “firstly, we have to confirm if Horlaide has already received the captives. As long as he 

has yet to buy the captives, this plan is workable. We have to contact him... but if we contact him as 

mercenaries, it might raise suspicion. A buyer will not want someone to have an eye on what he wants 

to buy. The Dragon Guards might cause trouble for us.” 

This plan had a prerequisite, which was that Han Xiao’s foresight was reliable. Since they did not have 

many clues, they could only choose to believe. Anyway, if the intel was incorrect, Han Xiao would not be 

able to escape the responsibility, and since someone was taking the blame, the other three leaders had 

no problem with it. 

Han Xiao recommended himself and said, “I’m experienced, so I can disguise myself as a buyer to test 

him.” 

The three leaders thought that this could work. They made a simple plan—Han Xiao changed into the 

face simulator, took off his mechanical suit, and changed his clothes. He now looked like a captain of a 

galactic spaceship—this kind of customer was very common. 

The slave market was not dirty or messy, but luxurious and gorgeous instead. Any information about the 

slaves was displayed in books for customers to choose from. 

The Floating Dragon Island had its middleman in the slave business. They bought slaves from scavengers 

and sold them to the large customers. 

“I want to buy some slaves...” 

As soon as he entered the market, Han Xiao expressed his intention, disguising himself as a normal 

customer. A fatty approached and introduced him to slaves of different races—there were many 

varieties. 

 

After not really listening for a while, Han Xiao purposely acted as if he was unsatisfied and said, “I don’t 

want these rough deformities, and I don’t want these cheap low-class slaves. I want to see what rare 

species you have here. Do you not have anything worthy of such standard?” 

At this time, a short and skinny guy walked over, wearing luxurious clothes. His fingers and neck were 

covered in many expensive pieces of jewelry. He smiled and said, “Hehehe, of course, I have the good 

stuff here.” 

“Who are you?” Han Xiao asked. 

“Horlaide, the manager of the slave market. Trust me, the things here can definitely satisfy your needs.” 

Horlaide did not have any doubts. He was very passionate toward customers. 

Han Xiao sized him up, then nodded. Seeing Horlaide make a hand sign for ‘follow me’, Han Xiao 

followed behind him. The two of them took the lift to the bottom floor, and a white corridor full of 

twists and turns appeared in their vision. There was a pure white alloy gate every so often, and the gate 

had a small window in it. 



After walking to it, only then did Han Xiao realize it was all single cells behind the gates. Inside was fully 

white and very clean, and there were many different creatures. 

“Please allow me to introduce you to these high-quality slaves...” Horlaide smiled confidently and 

explained smoothly. Han Xiao occasionally responded as he observed every slave in the cells. Most of 

them had a numb face, and some of them were scratching the walls in rage. Quite a number of them 

were Supers—the slaves here were indeed more valuable and precious. 

The corridor end came very soon, but there were no Silvers in those hundred or so cells. 

Horlaide stopped the introduction and asked, “Who have you picked?” 

Han Xiao dry coughed and said, “Are there any other goods?” 

“Haha, looks like you’re a picky customer; I love a challenge.” Horlaide laughed in a very exaggerated 

way, then snapped his fingers and said, “There’s one last good product. She can definitely satisfy your 

requirements.” 

The wall at the end of the corridor opened, showing a new space. Seeing that, Han Xiao felt relieved. 

There was only one cell, and it did not look like it had Silvers inside, which meant that these captives had 

yet to arrive on Floating Dragon Island. 

He walked up, looked at the window curiously, and suddenly his stopped breathing completely 

subconsciously. Inside was a woman whose beauty was almost unbelievable; from the aesthetic 

standpoint of humans, she had an almost perfect face. The Great Mechanic Han was astounded by the 

very first look. 

This woman looked very young. She had long hair, and covered in blurry stardust, she looked almost 

‘transcendent’. She appeared to be a normal Galaxy Human Race. She wore heavy alloy cuffs all over her 

body, a type of cuff specially made for Supers. The material used could make energy flow slower to a 

certain extent, making it hard to control it, hence reducing Supers’ explosive power. She wore a self-

destructive collar, so any strange movements would decimate her skull. 

Yet, this woman was very calm. Completely different from other slaves, she was neither numb nor 

enraged. She closed her eyes and sat in the corner, very relaxed, not caring about the situation that she 

was currently in at all. 

When Han Xiao was observing her, this woman opened her eyes in a flash, and a pair of attractive eyes 

that looked like they contained the sea and the galaxy looked into Han Xiao’s eyes. She was staring into 

the one-way window in the prison, but it was like she knew someone outside the window was looking at 

her. 

Looks like a very strong Super... Han Xiao thought and went back to being calm. When he was shocked 

by her beauty, it had been a completely subconscious reaction. He got rid of this emotion very quickly, 

and after looking at her, he realized that he did not know this woman. 

Just as he was about to look elsewhere, a new mission was triggered in the interface! The trigger was 

obviously this woman! 

Chapter 367: Aroshia 



 

 

You have triggered the mission [Visitor from Afar]. 

Mission Introduction: From your first look at her, these eyes were already printed on your heart and 

soul, mysterious like the fog. Like a dark well, a deep abyss, a voice appeared in your heart—you want to 

bring this woman away. 

Mission Requirements: Save her from the slave market and stay by her side for 6 days. 

Reward: 1,800,000 Experience, one unknown reward. 

 

Is this mission introduction an introduction to a love game‽ Han Xiao was covered in goosebumps. 

Just one look triggered the mission—this woman was certainly not ordinary. He had never seen this 

character in his previous life, so he had completely no impression of her. Maybe back then no player 

discovered her, so she was one of the hidden characters that had not been exposed. 

“What’s special about her?” Han Xiao asked. 

“The projector shows her body structure is not a normal universe race,” Horlaide said. “She has the 

blood of some kind of an ancient creature in her body, and no match could be found. It’s unknown what 

race hybrid is she. Through the energy detector examination, the energy reaction in her body far 

exceeds normal creatures, and it fluctuates. The lowest is at least at grade C Super level, and the highest 

even went beyond grade B...” 

“Why is such a strong Super controlled by you people?” Han Xiao was surprised. He pointed at the cuffs 

and self-destructive collar and said, “These things can’t kill a grade B Super.” 

Horlaide rubbed on his ring and said with a smile, “Of course, we don’t have the ability to control Supers 

above grade C, but she doesn’t know how to use the energy in her body. She has no combat power; 

plus, it was her own choice to stay here.” 

Han Xiao was stunned in place. 

“There are some problems with her memory, so she can’t remember most of her experiences, only 

language, but her intelligence level is not like an infant. She has very high intelligence and can speak and 

communicate...” 

“So, she suffers from amnesia? 

“Haha, it’s not that simple.” Horlaide pointed at his head and said, “Normal people suffering from 

amnesia will be afraid and curiosity toward their identity and the environment they’re in, but her mind 

activity is very unique. She does not search for who she is, why is she here, or what is she going to do. 

She does not have that curiosity and impulse, and she does not panic at all from not having memories, 

like a person who’s dreaming, half awake. She’s staying here peacefully, without any intention of 



searching for her memories. Her life form is very special, and it seems like she does not have instincts or 

desires. She needs neither to consume food nor excrete, such a unique being.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. The stranger this woman was, the bigger the secret it contained. Thus, he 

became quite curious. “What’s her name?” 

“I named her Aroshia Cecolama Doranis...” The name had a total of fifty-six words, and it took Horlaide 

quite some time to finish rattling it off. “I usually call her Aroshia.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes twitched. [What’s the point of giving her such a long name? Do you have too much 

spare time? 

The experience of this sudden mission was quite an amount, and there was also an unknown reward. 

The reward had a certain correlation with the mission difficulty, so Han Xiao decided to give it a try. 

Since he could not rob Horlaide, he would use money to purchase her. “How much is she?” 

A standard businessman smile appeared on Horlaide’s face. “Not expensive at all, only 300,000 Enas.” 

“Farewell.” Han Xiao turned on the spot and left with an expressionless face. [Are you learning from me! 

Why does a profiteer have to make life hard for another profiteer‽ 

Horlaide chased hastily and yelled, “We can negotiate if you feel it’s too expensive. How about 200,000? 

100,000? No? 50,000? Okay, count it as I’m making a loss, I will sell it to you at 10,000. That’s the 

lowest!” 

Han Xiao was full of doubts. A discount of 97% off, why would there be such a thing? Something strange 

was going on. Thinking of the six days in the mission requirement, he was alarmed. 

After some consideration, Han Xiao temporarily placed this mission aside and continued his testing. 

“Now that’s a good price, but I still want to buy other rare slaves. Do you not have any other goods?” 

Horlaide grinned and said, “Haha, you’re quite lucky, there’s going to be a new batch of rare goods 

coming in very soon. When they come, you can take a look again.” 

This badge of new goods should be the Silvers. Luckily, they’re not here yet. The ambush plan still has a 

chance. 

“That’s great! I will come to look at the goods again and buy that Aroshia at the same time.” Han Xiao 

purposed acted contented and expressed his sincerity in wanting to buy, but he did not pay the money 

no matter what. As he was getting ready to leave, Horlaide had no choice but to let his subordinate sent 

Han Xiao away. 

 

Horlaide was the only one left in the underground prison cell corridor as he mumbled, “What will he pay 

then? He definitely doesn’t want to buy Aroshia...” 

When he took over this slave market, Aroshia had already been locked here. The last owner had told 

him that there was no need for special treatment, just sell her normally. However, there was one 

customer who bought Aroshia, and a few days after, Aroshia appeared out of nowhere in the prison cell 

again, giving him quite a shock. The customer rushed back in rage, and only then did he know that 



Aroshia would suddenly disappear after being brought away, then return to the cell in an extremely 

strange way. 

Horlaide asked the previous owner, then he came to know Aroshia had already existed not long after 

Floating Dragon Island was built. The owner back then reported the situation to the Superiors, and this 

message went to the ears of Floating Dragon Island’s ruler. That beyond grade A boss came to take a 

look, and with his belief of ‘if he didn’t understand it, kill it’, he wiped Aroshia out, turning her into ash. 

Yet, a few days later, Aroshia appeared once again as if nothing had happened. The boss then came to 

kill her once again, and after repeating for more than thirty times, a conclusion was made. This was a 

Space Wonder, an unexplainable strange phenomenon. 

Through observation, only one ‘Aroshia’ would exist at one time. If she died, she would revive again 

after some time, but the memory of the time that she spent before she died would disappear, going 

back to her original state of amnesia. If she left this cell, she would also disappear from the other places. 

No matter what building was there, she would go back to where the cell was. 

From the concluded pattern, whether she was dead or bought, Aroshia would not leave there for more 

than six days. 

Floating Dragon Island’s ruler was very carefree, so he let the slave market deal with a Space Wonder. 

The owner sold her as a slave, scamming the buyers’ money and making money with zero cost. 

Horlaide shook his head. He subconsciously looked at Aroshia’s cell, and Aroshia, who had originally 

been sitting in the corner, was now standing in front of the window suddenly. He could only see a pair of 

deep and calm eyes through the window! 

Horlaide was shocked. He took a while to calm down, and only after that did he leave. 

In the cell, Aroshia’s eyes moved, following Horlaide. 

However, this was a single-sided window; the outside could not be seen from inside the cell. 

... 

“I’ve asked around, and the Silvers have yet to arrive.” Upon returning to the team, Han Xiao shared the 

intel. The other three leaders felt energetic. 

“Great, the rescue plan can be carried out!” Purple Gold’s leader, Cerleni, said. “Time is scarce, and we 

don’t know when will the scavengers arrive. Since we don’t know their identity, its best to split up and 

lay an ambush on every route toward the slave market. There is only one chance, and we can’t miss out 

on any suspicious target. It’s a must to save the Silver captives before they are sold to the market.” 

They decided their division of labor for the ambush. The ambush areas extended from the pier all the 

way into the slave market, and there had to be mercenaries in every street and every intersection. 

By using the distance from the slave market as a measurement, the ambush could be divided into four 

layers. The first layer was the furthest away, near the pier; the fourth layer was the closest to the slave 

market, right beside the market. 



The three leaders had considered that, unlike them, Black Star was not unafraid of criminals, so Han Xiao 

was in charge of the third layer. This location was a little safer than the pier full of criminals, and the last 

layer locked down by Goa’s team. 

With some simple disguises, every team went to their position, set up the ambush, and waited. 

Chapter 368: Scrimmage 

 

A bronze bullet was thrown in the air casually, and a fixed star bolted pass the floating island at this 

moment. A flash of light passed across the buildings on the street and shone on the spinning metal 

bullet, reflecting the light onto Han Xiao’s handsome face just centimeters away like an arc mirror. The 

bullet spun a few rounds and reached the peak point, then fell slowly. At this moment, a droplet of 

bright red blood splashed this way, like a shot from a precise sniper; it hit the dropping bullet. 

Pa! 

With fingers closed, the bullet was caught. Han Xiao opened his hand, and the bullet was lying there 

quietly in the middle of the black mechanical suit glove, painting a warm tint of red onto the cold metal. 

Not far away, an arms fight was underway between two groups of brutes that looked like galactic 

pirates. The sound of growls, ferocious laughs, and firing mixed together into a deafening noise. The 

brutes who fell onto the ground and died found their peace, and blood splashed across the entire street 

like leaves rolled up by the wind. At the side of the street, a group of Floating Dragon Island residents 

were watching the show stealthily. Han Xiao and a few players sat on the scaffolding of a drilling 

machine by the side of the road and watched this fight from afar. 

“Tsk tsk, another fight. How many times has this happened in the past two days?” Han Xiao shook his 

head. He was covered in the mechanical suit at this time, but his helmet was folded, exposing his head. 

The players beside him were wrapped completely in Sunil Enlistee Class armor. 

“This is the seventh time,” Bun-Hit-Dog replied instantly. Reporters sure had a good memory. 

They were waiting. The Black Star Mercenary Group was guarding the third layer. They had split up and 

were standing by around various intersections. It had been two days, and in those two days, just the 

street that Han Xiao was in charge of had already witnessed seven group fights between brutes. The 

temper of the criminals was like a fuse, easily lighting up with just a tiny spark. It had made the player 

realize clearly how dangerous this place was. Three of those seven times had been different brute 

groups provoking Han Xiao. The Great Mechanic Han was very civilized and kind, so he helped them to 

cremate their corpses for free. 

After wiping out three batches of brutes and showing their fangs, they had a much more peaceful time. 

At this time, the brutes in the midst of the intense fight fired a cannon in the wrong direction, collapsing 

a small half of a house. It made quite a loud noise and killed many residents who were watching the 

show. In a split second, all the brutes stopped fighting, and terror appeared on their faces. They ran in 

all directions without caring about anything else. 



Not long after, the sound of a flying device shooting across the sky could be heard. Three small, low-

altitude flying devices, which were about eight meters long, had appeared. They were covered in full 

dark-golden color, designed like a dragon spreading its wings. A tiny dragon symbol was carved on the 

ship body. They were the Dragon Guards’ transportation. The three flying devices caught up to the 

brutes, and rows of cannons extended from below their bases, which shot out golden lasers, penetrating 

these brutes with ease. After chasing for a while and killing more than half of the escaping brutes, only 

then did the Dragon Guards turn around and leave. 

Only the Dragon Guards were allowed to operate combat flying devices in Floating Dragon Island. If 

civilians were killed, the Dragon Guards would be out to enforce the law immediately. Han Xiao had 

seen scenes like that a few times over the past two days, and he felt that this rescue plan was really 

dangerous. If they could not save the captives quickly and accurately, the risk would increase largely if 

they got stalled. 

At this time, Goa sent him a message. “Blades’ people locked onto the suspected target, action!” 

Han Xiao received the location information. All the mercenaries had joined the same channel and shared 

the location of the suspect. The suspect had just landed at the dock, and they were guarding many large 

metal boxes. It was indeed a slave trader team. One mercenary in the Blades’ team could shapeshift into 

a half-wolf half-dog beast, so his smell was extremely sensitive. He could smell that these slave traders 

had the scent of Silvers on them, so they locked onto the target. 

Cerleni of the Purple Gold Army commanded, “Do not alarm them, continue following. Porter, Black 

Star, you guys bring your people and gather here secretly and set up an ambush on their route. We 

outnumber them, so we must defeat them with one fast and heavy wave of attacks; don’t get stalled. 

Goa, bring the people of Sky Ring and guard the exterior. If we fail, you’re our insurance.” 

Since the target was already locked onto, there was no need to continue waiting. The plan sounded 

quite reliable. Of course, Han Xiao did not have any objections, so he summoned all Black Star members, 

split up, and headed toward the ambush location given by Cerleni. It happened to be the junction 

between the dock and the city area, a very chaotic place. 

... 

Peggy walked down from the spaceship. All the slaves were in large, electrified boxes, controlled by 

cuffs and self-destructive collars, waiting to be brought to the buyer. 

Thinking that they were going to make a huge fortune, these scavengers were filled with excitement. 

Peggy was not that excited, however. He brought the team and headed toward Horlaide’s slave market. 

Entering the dock streets, this slave trader team was very conspicuous, attracting the attention of many 

brutes on the street. Many people were tempted to make a move, and there were also people who 

recognized Peggy. They greeted each other from far away and did not have any further communication. 

Peggy was a renowned slave trader in the Shattered Star Ring, so he had done business with quite many 

pirates and scavengers. He had some prestige, which meant that would not be attacked on Floating 

Dragon Island. 

After walking for a while, Peggy suddenly stopped. His pupils constricted almost into a vertical line, and 

his head gradually turned flat like it was going to turn into a snake head. The snake scales on his body 



became clearer and harder, and he opened his mouth and flicked his forked tongue in the air. Peggy was 

a shapeshifting Esper. Some kind of snake blood in his body had gone through atavistic changes, so he 

had extremely sharp senses. He noticed that he was being followed and a hint of murderous intent in 

the atmosphere. His strong intuition told him he was going to meet something if he kept walking ahead. 

“The smell of enemies, they came for me. Who could it be?” Peggy’s eyes were cold. He flicked his 

forked tongue in the air and stopped walking. Then, he waved his hands to command his subordinates. 

“Return along the same route, back to the spaceship.” 

Then he turned on the communicator. “My dear Horlaide, I’ve arrived at Floating Dragon Island. Come 

to retrieve the goods yourself this time.” 

“What happened to you? You normally bring the goods yourself. Why do I need to go there this time, 

and why are you shapeshifting for nothing? You look just like a snake, so ugly.” 

“I noticed murderous intent—someone is onto me,” Peggy said impatiently. “It might be related to the 

captives. I feel someone wants to cut off our goods. I’ll wait for you in the spaceship.” 

“It’s too troublesome for me to retrieve the goods,” Horlaide said unhappily. “I don’t want to go to the 

dock filled with pirates and scavengers.” 

“Then you can invite the Dragon Guards to protect you. You’re the ruler’s subordinate, after all, so you 

certainly have the ability to order them.” 

“You’re making this hard for me.” Horlaide’s expression collapsed. He did not have the authority to 

order the Dragon Guards. Although they belonged to the same organization, he definitely had to pay if 

he wanted to ask people for help, and he was unwilling to do any actions that increased the cost. 

However, Peggy insisted—he trusted his sense for danger. Horlaide could only compromise, irritated, 

before they hung up the communication. 

In the dark, the tail from Blades Army was confused as he reported the information to the leader Porter. 

“Why are they walking back?” 

Furthermore, Han Xiao, Cerleni, and Porter had already set up their ambush along the streets ahead. 

When they received the message, they all frowned. 

 

“Caution, the target did not continue ahead. According to the route, he seems to be going back to the 

spaceship. Did the deal go south with the buyer?” Porter doubted. 

As Peggy had finally shown his face, Cerleni searched him up in the database of his army, and he found 

Peggy’s intel. He was shocked and said, “This isn’t good. That scavenger is called Peggy, and his Esper 

power is shapeshifting into a snake. He has extremely strong senses, almost like short-term foresight, so 

he might have noticed danger!” 

Originally, their plan had been to not raise any alarms, but this snake was too sensitive; the opponent 

had already been alarmed. 



At this moment, Goa, who was guarding the exterior, sent a message. She said with a heavy tone, 

“There’s an issue. Horlaide has left the slave market, and he seems to be heading toward the dock. It’s 

highly likely that their terms changed into the buying retrieving the goods himself.” 

The people’s expression changed. Han Xiao pondered and said, “Then there’s no other way; we attack 

straight away and make the rescue. We can’t have the two parties meet. We have limited time, so it’s 

best to act immediately.” 

The original plan had not been bad, but reality was full of unexpected changes. Cerleni felt that Han Xiao 

was right—the only way now was to attack urgently. He commanded the people and approached the 

target rapidly. At the same time, he gave another order to a few people and told them to start the 

spaceship in advance, so when they snatched the hostages, they could enter the spaceship and leave as 

fast as possible. 

Peggy went back to the dock filled with brutes, and when he was still hundreds of meters away from the 

spaceship, the mercenaries finally closed in on him. 

“Go!” Cerleni did not have the time to care about anything else. With a yell, more than two hundred 

mercenaries tore their disguises apart. Their combat suits shapeshifted, and all kinds of powers 

exploded and dashed toward Peggy’s team! 

The helmet quickly extended from the mechanical suit with one thought of Han Xiao, protecting his 

head. He turned and said, “Let’s go, too.” 

He took out an electromagnetic firearm and fired from far away while charging forward. Behind him, 

more than fifty players wearing the same style armor were holding high caliber machine guns and firing, 

like a wave of iron, swarming forward! 

“There really are enemies!” Peggy narrowed his eyes. Fortunately, he had been cautious. He ordered his 

subordinates to quickly pull out their guns and fire, and as the cunning man that he was, he secretly shot 

other brutes to pull other groups in. 

The dock was a large squire, and there were no residents. This was the most dangerous place. The 

mercenaries exchanged fire with Peggy and his men, and quite a number of stray bullets hit the brutes 

nearby, bringing waves of growls. 

“Who’s hitting me‽” 

“My eyes!” 

“Damn mercenaries, you want to kill us‽” 

The dock was most chaotic. Groups of brutes were affected and joined into the battle. 

An intense scrimmage soon broke out! 

Chapter 369: Dropped Bead 

 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 



It was a hail of bullets! 

There were more than two hundred mercenaries, more than one hundred people at Peggy’s side, and 

hundreds of brutes joining in. As if that was not enough, there was a total of seven grade B Supers in the 

battle, so the dock was chaotic and filled with the sound of explosions. The target of the mercenaries 

was very clear—get straight to the camp to rescue the prisoners. However, Blades and Purple Gold had 

been stopped by the brutes halfway. They had encountered two grade B pirates and were in an intense 

battle. 

The two of them could not withdraw. Han Xiao’s troops entered the battlefield from the weak side, 

quickly passed Blades and Purple Gold’s team, and closed in on Peggy. Seeing this, the two mercenary 

groups immediately changed their battle tactic from charging to protecting Han Xiao’s team forward. 

Cerleni said loudly, “Black Star, we will take care of your surroundings!” 

The battle had caused too huge a commotion, so the Dragon Guards might appear any time. The 

mercenaries’ most important mission was to rescue the captives and leave; it was a race against time. 

The players showed their powers, tearing open a gap ahead like a sharp knife. Herlous swept with his 

Battleship Slicing Blade, and anyone below grade B was all thrown to the side. He was very fierce, and 

white flames shot out like he had an infinite amount of them. 

Suddenly, a blazing Pugilist beam shot them from the side. Han Xiao’s mind made a command, and the 

Hovering Shield Shuttle turned into a shield and protected him. He was blown back more than a dozen 

meters, hitting a few brutes on the way. Not far away, a grade B Pugilist pirate was attacking the Black 

Star Mercenary Group. 

“I’ll deal with him; you continue ahead.” Herlous immediately turned and dashed toward this person. He 

reached out his hand and swept the Battleship Slicing Blade, sending out a brilliant flash of light. Then, 

he entered an intense fight with that pirate, energy flames surging. 

All the strong enemies were stopped by his teammates, so Han Xiao could concentrate on the objective. 

Peggy’s people were retreating to the spaceship, and there were only a few dozen meters left. They 

could board in less than ten seconds, while there was still a wall made of brutes standing before Han 

Xiao. 

“No time to delay—I’ll have to use an explosive method.” Han Xiao’s eyes turned firm. Blinding electric 

current burst from inside the mechanical suit, covering his entire body with electric snakes. He had 

activated [Snake—Devil]. His attributes were doubled, and the enemies around him were blasted away. 

Then, he activated the magnetic connection on Aggression Armor and Bat Wings Flying Device with 

nerves connection. These two pieces of equipment flew out from the equipment boxes hovering in 

midair, rapidly assembling onto his body. With two modes both equipped, his speed rose steeply. Like a 

shovel, his arms flipped the enemies in front of him away, and he quickly charged into Peggy’s team. 

Boom! 

A loud bang, instantly flipping many people over! 

Peggy’s subordinates fell like wheat. The bullets that they fired lit up countless fire sparks on Han Xiao’s 

armor, but they were all deflected. They could not penetrate Han Xiao’s defenses. 



“You lot, don’t fight, board the ship immediately!” Peggy’s body expanded, tearing his clothes apart, 

turning into a bright golden python more than a dozen meters long. His snake body tried to wrap around 

Han Xiao and stall Han Xiao all by himself. He just had to do it for a few seconds, and the dust would 

settle. 

With the energy from the power burst, Han Xiao turned all the mobility modules to their maximum 

output. The ground cracked, and he shot up into the sky. Like a mirage, his mechanical palms grabbed 

Peggy’s snake head, slapping Peggy onto the ground. 

At the same time, the power structure of the exoskeleton was boosted, and the gear turning speed 

soared. Amphiptere’s biological muscles suddenly expanded, and a huge force flew into his arms. 

Bang! 

The snake head was crushed into the ground, and cracks spread out. The head was covered in exposed 

flesh and blood, and his body twitched rapidly! 

He was just a grade C shapeshifter—he could only be crushed when facing Han Xiao, not even lasting 

one second. 

Peggy was dizzy. Iron fists were seen in his snake eyes once again, and terror appeared in his eyes. His 

snake body disintegrated into tens of thousands of small snakes and spread out. This was a special way 

to use Peggy’s shapeshifting Esper power, and his last rope to hang on to save his life. He had escaped 

many deadly crises by relying on this ability. 

Han Xiao’s punch missed, and he saw the small snakes scattering in an instant, blending into the chaotic 

battlefield. 

He shook his head—his goal was to rescue the prisoners, so there was no time to waste. He had to put 

away the thought of chasing. He turned around and defeated Peggy’s subordinates, snatching the metal 

boxes with the prisoners inside at a crucial moment. 

Peggy’s scavengers lost their will to fight and scattered. 

Seeing this, the mercenaries of Blades and Purple Gold was rejoicing. Cerleni said, “Send the people back 

to our spaceship immediately. Do not continue to fight. Withdraw from the battlefield quickly.” 

Snatching the Silvers meant that half of the mission was completed. They changed direction, aiming to 

return to the mercenary spaceships and leave Floating Dragon Island immediately. The mercenaries 

turned from offensive to defensive, protecting the boxes of prisoners through the chaotic battlefield. 

At this time, five Dragon Guard flying devices appeared. Horlaide was in the leading flying device. When 

Peggy was attacked, Horlaide had immediately been informed. Knowing that the goods that he wanted 

had been cut off, Horlaide had become very anxious. He had immediately spent some money and 

invited a Dragon Guard team captain that he knew, who picked him up the flying device and quickly 

dashed toward the dock. 

“Captain Theon, these mercenaries robbed the things I wanted. Don’t let them escape.” Horlaide looked 

down on the battlefield and immediately saw the conspicuous mercenaries. He was gnashing his teeth 

in anger. Beside him was the Dragon Guards’ small team captain Theon, wearing their uniform. 



 

Theon gave a faint smile and said, “Don’t worry, just brutes causing trouble. No one can fight us on 

Floating Dragon Island. All units, fire!” 

The subordinates controlling the spaceship asked, “Captain, who are we attacking?” 

“Everyone.” Theon waved casually. 

Five flying devices fired toward the ground. The density of the golden laser was like heavy rain, pouring 

down and killing brutes one after another. The brutes fighting immediately fled—no one dared to fight 

back. Even grade B Supers could only escape. 

The cannon fire followed like a shadow, chasing the mercenaries. Mercenaries were knocked down from 

time to time, and the Dragon Guards made a broadcast. 

“Everyone, listen. Stop running immediately. Surrender without resisting or die!” 

“Sh*t, the Dragon Guards is involved. We’re being targeted!” Porter was furious. He could see the flying 

devices following right behind them, obviously targeting them. 

The good situation had taken a sharp turn downward. With the Dragon Guards’ firepower, by the time 

they arrived at the spaceship, they would have suffered heavy casualties. 

At this time, a laser hit near the Black Star Mercenary Group, causing an explosion, and a few players 

were blasted away, including Li Ge. 

Li Ge was on the ground, his bum hurting. He was about to stand up when he suddenly caught a glimpse 

of a black bead on the floor. 

When Peggy shapeshifted and tore his clothes apart, the black bead that he had taken from the Silver 

had also fallen out, rolling onto the battlefield. 

“What’s this?” Li Ge picked up the black bead, and a notification popped up from the interface. 

 

You have received an unknown item. Giving it to a special character will give you a very high reward, or 

you can take it to be identified. 

 

Unknown item? Should be something good. He just did not know where it came from. 

Li Ge’s eyes flashed. He hid the bead secretly without informing anyone and went back to the team with 

a plain expression. 

Chapter 370: Sudden Change 

 

“This team of Dragon Guards is together with Horlaide,” Goa hastily said in the communication channel. 

“Their target is the Silvers as well!” 



Cerleni’s expression was not looking good. If they surrendered, since the guards and Horlaide had 

already made a deal, the Silvers would still be taken away and given to the buyer, which meant that the 

rescue mission would have failed. If they did not surrender, the price of so many casualties would be too 

much for them to pay. He was in a dilemma, but the gunfire did not stop. He had no time to think. 

“As long as the Dragon Guards can be kept under control, the problem will be solved,” Han Xiao said in a 

low voice. This was what the others thought as well. 

Following his train of thought, Cerleni yelled, “Are you crazy! Killing the Dragon Guards is the biggest 

crime there is here!” 

In this territory, committing a crime and attacking the law enforcers were a completely different thing. 

With that beyond grade A boss here, even if these Dragon Guards were mostly normal people, they 

could do whatever they wanted to the brutes and the wanted criminals. 

“I never said anything about killing or injuring. We have an ice Mage here; she can freeze their flying 

devices.” 

Not waiting for Cerleni to respond, Goa brought the people and arrived at the dock. She immediately 

said, “I’m attacking!” 

Without any delay, her eyes suddenly turned into snow-white color, and a magic symbol appeared on 

her forehead. She murmured the spell, and the magic ring on her pale white fingers was flashing. The 

magic energy in the air gathered, fused, condensed, and formed. The magic language was deconstructed 

and then reconstructed into the laws of nature, changing reality. 

Suddenly, a large amount of low-temperature water vapor appeared in the air. Frost spread out from 

under Goa’s feet, extending all the way to near the flying device. Five ice pillars rose from the ground 

and captured the flying devices like claws. The low temperature made the flying devices shut down. The 

flying devices continued to fly forward with their inertia, and the ice pillars extended with them, turning 

them into ice sculptures. The ice pillar became the bridge between the ground and the flying devices, 

freezing the five flying devices in midair. 

Goa was a grade B Mage, so she had a very strong control. Although the flying devices were frozen, 

nothing was hurt or destroyed. 

The driver of the aircraft pressed around on the control panel in panic. “All systems are temporarily out 

of order, restarting, hiss—so cold!” 

Theon was furious. “How dare they fight back! Report to the above! Request back up! Don’t let them 

escape!” 

Since what was done had already been done, the mercenaries could only seize the opportunity to run 

away. They gathered and boarded their own spaceships. Like before, Han Xiao boarded Sky Ring’s. The 

pilot, who did not take part in the battle earlier, had started the spaceship long ago. When everyone had 

boarded the spaceship, it slowly rose and flew away from Floating Dragon Island. 

The Blades’ shapeshifting scout had confirmed that there was the smell of Silvers in the boxes long ago. 

When they opened the boxes, as expected, inside were fifteen Silvers, hugging each other and cowering 

in the corner with terror on their faces. 



They could not see what had happened outside. The sounds of explosions all along the way had already 

frightened them very badly. When the box was opened, the Silver screamed in terror, and the antennae 

on their head trembled so fast that they even formed afterimages. It was really cute, and it made Han 

Xiao feel an inexplicable impulse of wanting to pull them out. 

“You’re safe. We’re mercenaries hired by your friends here to rescue you.” Goa casually used a calming 

spell and calmed the Silver’s emotions. She told the team members to take out translators for these 

Silver so that they could communicate. 

After quite some convincing, these Silver finally calmed down. Goa contacted the employer, and the two 

groups of Silver met each other and broke into tears. 

The employer counted and said with surprise, “Only fifteen, where’s the other two of my friends?” 

“Short of two‽” Goa was shocked. If they had missed two people, the reward might be reduced. 

The rescued Silver said with faces full of sorrow, “They were thrown into space by the scavengers.” 

Hearing this, Goa breathed a sigh of relief and said softly, “Lucky lucky, they’re just dead.” 

Han Xiao was surprised by what she said. 

There really aren’t any good people among mercenaries, such a black heart. 

The following morning, the employer said, “You have completed the mission very well. Please send our 

friends back. I will pay for your reward as we agreed.” 

After working hard for so many days, they could finally earn the reward. Joy appeared on every 

mercenary’s face. 

Knowing that he was about to get the last two class advancement of the compression technologies, Han 

Xiao was secretly excited. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the spaceship trembled violently, and they almost fell down. The pilot said hastily, “Sh*t, 

Floating Dragon Island has sent spaceships after us!” 

Their expressions dropped. They came to the window and looked behind the spaceship. The three 

mercenary group spaceships had already left the Floating Dragon Island’s man-made ecological hood 

and entered the space. They were gradually going further from the Floating Dragon Island. 

However, a few Floating Dragon Island spaceships had followed them out, chasing behind their 

spaceship and firing at them. Beams hit the shield one after another, making their ships tremble 

continuously. 

Theon had reported to the Superiors with a lot of added components, saying that the mercenaries 

attacked the guards first and broke the rules. Hence, the Floating Dragon Island spaceships planned to 

chase them even to the edge of the universe. 



On the Floating Dragon Island’s dock, groups of brutes were watching this ongoing chase. Floating 

Dragon Island wanted to make an example, expressing that anyone who disobeyed the rules would have 

to pay. 

“We only froze their aircrafts. What’s the big deal!” Porter was raging. 

“Quickly activate the jump engine. As long as we enter the jumping state, they won’t be able to chase 

us,” Goa ordered loudly. 

The driver mercenaries controlled the spaceship and dodged the attacks the best he could, cracks 

started to appear on the shield, but at the same time they were speeding up as well, the artificial 

intelligence sound echoed in the spaceship. 

“Activating Jump Engine, power two percent... seven percent... fourteen percent... eighty-three 

percent... Powered up successfully. Starting pre-jump warm up.” 

 

The spaceship gradually shook the enemies off as its speed increased rapidly. The universe outside the 

window turned blurry, and they were about to enter the jump. 

However, something unexpected suddenly happened. Just one second before they entered the jump, 

the mercenary group spaceships became stationary without any sign. All energy and inertia disappeared 

without a trace, and the mercenaries did not even feel any vibration. 

Suddenly, the air inside the spaceship started buzzing. It was like everywhere was filled with sound, 

turning into a horrifying wave of sounds, almost deafening. Not only did they started to wobble, they 

even fell onto the ground. 

“You people attacked my adorable subordinates right in my house, and yet you want to leave this 

easily?” 

The mercenaries’ spaceships flew backward from the same route like they had been grabbed by an 

invisible, enormous hand. All thrusters stopped working, and no matter how the driver tried to control 

the spaceship, it was all useless. 

The players were shocked. They did not know what exactly was happening. The Silvers were just as 

confused and shocked. Freedom was right before them, and the enemies’ spaceships had already been 

shaken off. Why were they all controlled all of a sudden? 

The faces of the mercenaries had already changed long ago. 

“She’s here...” Cerleni said with a very long face. 

Goa was filled with shock. “We only caused a small kafuffle, how did it attract Floating Dragon Island’s 

ruler’s attention‽” 

“Maybe she was just too bored...” Han Xiao was very speechless. Even he did not expect Floating Dragon 

Island’s ruler to get involved personally in something so small. It was like two ants fighting on the side of 

the road. How bored could a person be to stop and get involved‽ 



The mission was almost completed, but an accident came out of nowhere. Furthermore, the cause of it 

was someone that he could not match up to at his current stage at all. He felt extremely unlucky. 

Han Xiao stared at Herlous with disappointment on his face. 

What the hell! I clearly brought along a main character type person. How could we be this unlucky? Has 

this main character expired? Is it too late for a refund? 

The struggle of the spaceships was useless. They were pulled back to the Floating Dragon Island’s dock 

by the invisible force field. The doors were pulled open by the force field, too, and the mercenaries 

braced themselves and walked out. In front of such great power, there was certainly no point in 

resisting. 

Han Xiao did not have any good ideas for the time being. He could only improvise. 

The dock was gathered with people at this time, all extending their necks and enjoying the show, and 

that Floating Dragon Island ruler was hovering in midair. When the people on the ground looked up, 

their faces were all filled with admiration. This was the respect toward absolute power. 

The throne made of Void Dragon skeletons was hovering in midair, and a tall, curvaceous woman sat on 

the throne with crossed legs. One hand was placed casually on the throne handle, and the other was 

holding her chin, looking down on the people with the legendary boss sitting position. The smooth black 

long hair hung from the throne. It was at least two meters long. She was wearing a tulle-like black dress 

with a wide open neckline, but there was no gully, meaning that she had a flat chest. 

The crotch of the skirt was very high, exposing two snow white long legs crossed over each other. The 

black dress and white legs made a very strong visual impact, giving out a seducing feel. Her body was 

enchanting and seductive, but her face could not be considered beautiful or stunning, although it was 

quite charming. Age had left no mark on her face, and her eyes were full of intelligence. The edges of 

both her eyes had symmetrical black marks—the marks were like black thorns. She was glancing through 

the people with curiosity. 

This woman had many names—Floating Dragon Island’s ruler, Land Ripper, Absolute Power, and so on. 

She was the creator and ruler of Floating Dragon Island—[Dragon Emperor] Ames. 

Ames was a force field Esper. The strength of her force field could even tear apart land to create Floating 

Dragon Island, so controlling a few small spaceships was a piece of cake. 

 


